
AUTUMN 2015
P.O. Box 1205, Kyneton, Vic. 3444	


Email: info@bslcg.com.au

Our first seminar for 
the year!	


Moths and Butterflies	

Sunday 29th March	


Baynton Hall	

1.30-4pm	


See p. 3 for more 
details

Belenois java teutonia/Caper White	

Photo by Russell Best (Natureshare)

Delias aganippe/Wood White, Red Spotted Jezebel	

Photo by Russell Best (Natureshare)

Geitoneura acantha/Ringed Xenica, Southern Ringed 
Xenica, Eastern Ringed Xenica	


Photo by Russell Best (Natureshare)

Free tube stock of Bursaria spinosa (Sweet Bursaria) and Allocasuarina littoralis 
(Black Sheoak)! See p. 7 	
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""
Autumn 2015	
"
The pumpkins are full and round, the zucchinis have been used in 
every way imaginable, and the eggplants have decided to engulf 
me.	
"
It has been a much kinder summer to many of us, but very cruel 
to others. One’s good luck is someone else’s misfortune, bushfire 
wise, it seems. We cannot forget that members of the local 
community have lost fences, sheds, animals and farming 
equipment, even though the wonderful CFA volunteers strive 
against great odds to save everything they can.	
"
I think we all breathe a sigh of relief when Autumn shows up  - I 
know that I look forward to rain, cooler days, collecting firewood 
and planting lots of new things. 	
"
I am really looking forward to putting in some Sweet Bursaria and 
some Black Sheoak seedlings which will be distributed in June. I 
don’t have any growing here (no surprise as they are quite rare in 
the district).	
"
If you would like some to plant as well, please see p. 7 for more 
details, or ring Clare !	
"
Thanks again to everyone who has contributed photos and 
articles to create our newsletter.	
"
Cheers, Barbara 	
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Many thanks to 	

Rowanston on the Track 

Winery 	

for their continued 

sponsorship of the BSLCG 
newsletter
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Baynton Sidonia Landcare Group Committee "
Chairperson:       John Baulch  	
            5423 5151  jwbaulch@westnet.com.au	

Secretary:           Bob Gray                    5423 5537  rw.gray@bigpond.com	

Treasurer :           John Baulch/Claudia Schilling	

Committee:        Clare Claydon              5423 4152  clare@knco.net	

                         Pip Elston                    5423 7263  p.j.elston@bigpond.com	

                         Peter Stone                 5423 7235 hvstone@activ8.net.au	

                         Barbara James              0458 590 642  archiemcleod1@gmail.com	


We welcome new members to the committee. It is a great way to learn about indigenous vegetation, endangered species, 
weeds, landscape restoration and the local area.  We have a lot of fun and are rewarded by the number of people turning up 
at workshops and seminars and by the satisfaction of helping our local species and area.  We also have a lovely party to 
celebrate our achievements annually.  Please contact any of the present committee members as below or at any of our 
events.
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Who does not love butterflies? (and moths)
“Who does not love butterflies?” is the question 
ecologist, Julie Whitfield, poses before she 
enumerates all the other reasons that we should 
value butterflies: among them, pollination services 
that they provide; being part of the food chain for 
birds, some other insects and frogs; and simply 
being beautiful.	
"
Julie will be the speaker at the first Baynton Sidonia 
Landcare group seminar for 2015 on Sunday 
March 29th from 1.30 pm to 4.00 at the Baynton 
Hall, Darlington Road, Baynton.	

The seminar is entitled “Butterflies and Moths of 
Central Victoria”.	


Julie’s illustrated talk will start with an exploration 
of the differences between moths and butterflies 
and some pointers about where people can find 
out further information about them.  	
"
Participants will be given an overview of the family 
groups of butterfly species and will be introduced 
to the butterfly species that call this region home 
including the  endangered species of central 
Victoria and the conservation methods that are in 
place to protect them. There will also be a 
discussion of the intricate relationship that 
butterflies have with other insects and with plants.	
"
Moth family groups will also be mapped out and 
the common moths of this region identified.	
"
Afternoon tea will be served during the seminar.  
The event is free and children are welcome.  But 
booking is essential by contacting Clare on 54 234 
152 or clare@knco.net	

by Thursday March 26th.	


Julie Whitfield, speaker at the upcoming Baynton 
Sidonia Landcare workshop, identifies local 
butterflies at a recent workshop at Kooyoora.

Your Landcare group was represented at a 
statewide meeting on 11.3.15 held at the North 
Central CMA about preserving the genetics of 
banksia trees.  We were delighted to be able to 
contribute to the group the steps our Landcare 
group has taken over the last 10 years to locate 
existing banksias in the area, collect seed from 
them, grow them on and distribute them in the 
community to ensure that the local banskia 
genetics don’t become extinct.  	
"
Now this group, of mainly environmental 
staff, very few volunteers, is looking at doing 
the same on a statewide - no, a South East 
Australian - basis but with a great deal more 
scientific backing than we were able to bring 
to bear on our project!	


Great to think that our Landcare group has been 
doing such cutting edge work!  And if you are one 
of the fortunate recipients of previous distributions 
of banksias, please continue to look after them - 
they are precious!	
"
If you don’t have enough, or any, banksias,	

there are several nurseries that sell tubestock 
grown from local seed.  A& B Trees of Heathcote is 
one.	
"
John Baulch or I (Clare) are happy to talk 
over issues or questions you may have 
about banksias and preserving the genetics 
of our local trees into the future.	

Clare Claydon	


Working to ensure banksias have a future
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“The Big Picture” Workshop
John Baulch and I spent a most enjoyable and 
educative day on the 1st March at a 
Connecting Country workshop titled “The 
Big Picture” at Coliban Park between 
Metcalfe and Elphinstone.  	
"
The day aimed to “provide information, skills 
and tools to assist  in “reading the 
landscape” and [help us] better understand 
the cultural, indigenous and settlement 
history of the site and explore how this can 
inform planning and management”. 	
"
 It certainly did just that! 	
"
We looked both at the Aboriginal Cultural 
Heritage on the property and the Early 
Settler historical remains.  Both fascinating, 
both times very different from ours.	
"
Gerry Gill, who was a speaker at our 
Aboriginal Landscapes workshop last August, 
led us to a now-fenced off and currently dry, 
waterfall on the Granite Creek.	
"
Although it was the first day of autumn, 
there were several feet of water in the rock 
pool at the bottom of the waterfall and 
sitting there on a sunny afternoon, 
surrounded by rock correas, spiny bursarias 
and river red gums, it was easy to let one’s 
imagination stray back to Aboriginal times.	


While we were all comfortably seated on 
rocks beside the water, Gerry gave us some 
insights into Aboriginal life - how clans were 
organized, language groups and how people 
spent their time.	
"
Then we climbed out of the gorge and in the 
middle of a nearby paddock, Gerry pointed 
out an Aboriginal oven.  I had never seen one 
before and was amazed how big it was (at 
least 5 metres across); how hard it was, until 
it was pointed out, to see it in the landscape; 
and how black the soil of the oven was from 
the amount of carbon in it. 	
"
 Gerry even found some basalt rocks which 
had been carried in by the Aborigines from a 
nearby hillside to act as fire stones as the 
site’s granite stones are unsuitable because 
they explode. 	


Earlier Deidre Slattery had given us a short 
overview of the way land was taken over by 
the squatters from the Aborigines with the 
colonial government playing catch up and 
trying to put a framework around (and claim 
some funds from) the land grab that took 
place between 1836 (Major Mitchell’s trek 
through the area) and 1851 (the gold rush).  	
"
Continued next page….	
"

Workshop participants line the top end of the 
Aboriginal oven.
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Then we went for a short walk along the 
creek next to the farm buildings and saw 
firstly an extraordinarily impressive stone 
sheepwash.  	
"
At, obviously, a fair effort, water from the 
creek was diverted into a pool and the pool 
itself was lined with bricks (to keep the 
sheep clean) and there was a bricked 
pathway leading back up to the shearing 
yards.  Later the current owner told us that 
the sheepwash had been only used for one 
season - too much work!  	


Remarkable the amount of labour that must 
have gone into diverting the creek, laying the 
bricks and building the stone retaining wall 
only to be used once!	
"
Further along the creek, we came to a hot 
water system, presumably to make an 
impression on the lanolin in the wool.	
"

And sitting quietly at the bottom of a nearby 
river red gum, was a scar where the bark to 

make a basket or cradle had been removed 
in Aboriginal times.	


We also saw a brick kiln from probably the 
1860’s.  It was rather poignant to be able to 
still see the finger marks of the builder in the 
mortar around the stones of the wall.The 
building would have been stacked with bricks 
and covered and then a huge fire stoked 
through the holes at ground level around the 
walls.  The bricks would have taken several 
days to “cook”.	


An excellent workshop: well run, great 
information from the speakers, an inspiring 
venue and a very pleasant crowd of people 
to spend the day with.  Connecting Country 
has other workshop sessions that you can 
see on their website, but future sessions 
offer more hands on subjects to assist you to 
run your property effectively.  For more 
information, go to 
www.connectingcountry.org.au. "
 Clare Claydon "
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TALK BY BILL GAMMAGE:  THE BIGGEST 
ESTATE ON EARTH:  HOW ABORIGINES 

MADE AUSTRALIA
I, along with several other members of the 
Baynton Sidonia Landcare Group, went along 
to the Campbell's Creek Community Centre 
to listen to Prof. Bill Gammage talk about the 
basic tenets of his book.	
"
Connecting Country are to be 
congratulated for bringing Bill 
Gammage to our region, as I 
believe his book will be the 
foundation for a new way for 
modern Australians to live within 
our environment.	
"
The story that Bill tells in his book 
is quite simple -Australian 
Aboriginals from Tasmania to The 
Kimberley and Cape York all used 
the same method of land 
management with local variance.	

That method was by use of fire, 
in a way that European 
settlement has not been able to 
replicate. 	

His talk was compelling, 
enlightening, saddening and a little 
scary, with some hope.	
"
Compelling because Bill's book brought together 
many previously disparate pieces of knowledge and 
created a picture of Aboriginal life, lore and culture 
that portrays them as a race living in harmony with 
their environment. More than that they adapted 
their environment to their own needs and created 
a stable, leisurely lifestyle that predictably provided 
for their needs in abundance. They had so much 
control over their basic requirements that they had 
ample time for their arts and culture, truly indicative 
of a landed gentry.  Furthermore,  it was their art 
and culture that determined how they interacted 
with their environment. So the story is at once 
simple and extremely complex and layered.	
"
Enlightening because when the story falls into 
place it is easy to see how this ancient race of 

people were able to mould their environment to 
provide for their needs and how they had rejected 
the agrarian lifestyle of the Torres Strait peoples 
because it did not meet their needs nearly as well 
as the lifestyle they adopted across the continent.	
"
Saddening because early European settlers did not 

believe that the Aboriginal 
people were capable of 
intricately managing their 
country and so often failed to 
understand how they 
sustainably managed their lands.  
This was at a time when the 
Aboriginal communities were 
under severe strain. Indeed 	

European settlement 
significantly damaged their 
ability to manage their land in a 
myriad of ways, from 
overgrazing the land and 
damaging the water resources 
through to genocide. 	
"
In fact I would contend that 
European settlement was the 
start of land mining that has 
continued through to this day.	
"

Equally saddening is that many Aboriginal 
communities have lost much of the knowledge of 
previous generations of land managers at a time 
when the land faces many new threats, so their 
ability to help all Australians better care for our 
lands is seriously diminished.	
"
Scary because unless we are much more "in tune" 
with our local environment then we are doomed to 
continue to mistreat our country, which is very 
much to our detriment.	
"
The  Aboriginal communities’ pre-European 
settlement acted locally to create Australia wide 
reactions.	
""�6



The decentralisation of action is as necessary today 
as at any time in the past, probably even more so. 
State laws, even Local government laws inhibit our 
ability to respond in ways that will enhance our 
future environment. 	
"
It is an anachronistic attitude to the way in 
which our principal public land managers 
view past management that has led us to 
locking up our most valued environments 
and call them wildernesses.	
"

These lands now become time bombs of 
death by fire, not places of immense beauty 
that we were so proud to call our national 
parks.	

Without hope, there is no point in caring, 
and by definition members of Landcare, 
care.	
"
People like Bill Gammage and Peter 
Andrews are our leaders in the new ways 
(or is that very old ways) of caring for our 
land.	

John Baulch	


Higgo’s Challenge	

John Baulch and Clare Claydon	


""
The Baynton Sidonia Landcare Group committee 
has decided to take up a challenge that Ian 
Higgins made just before he left the Kyneton 
Woodlands project.	
"
As most of you will know, Ian travelled widely 
( and even spied on us from a helicopter) around 
the district as part of the Woodlands project, and 
as a result found many interesting plant species 
that were unknown or rare in the district.	
"
Ian also became most concerned about the 
future of 4 plant species that should have been 
common in the area. These are	

1.	
 Snow Gum (Eucalyptus pauciflora)	
  
2.	
 Cherry or Cypress Ballart (Exocarpa   

cupressiformis)	

3.	
 Black or River Sheoak ( Allocasuarina littoralis)	
  
4.	
 Sweet Bursaria (Bursaria spinosa)	
  "
This year’s distribution of rare local plants that we 
are trying to prevent going locally extinct will take 
place in June and consists of two species: Bursaria 
spinosa (Sweet or Spiny Bursaria) and 
Allocasuarina littoralis (Black Sheoak).	
""

Sweet bursaria is a tall shrub / small tree that 
used to grow all over our district, but is now quite 
rare because of land cleared for agriculture and 
severe predation by animals.  It has prolific, sweet 
smelling, creamy flowers in December / January 
and arrays of bronze “purses” that hold the seed 
which is ripe around this time of year - March / 
April. 	


The bronze seed capsules (“purses”) of 
Sweet Bursaria when fully ripe.  Many of the 
seed may well have been shaken out by now. 
Photo: Clare Claydon	
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It is a very important plant in our landscape 
because it provides habitat and shelter for small 
birds, including insect eaters, being dense and 
somewhat prickly.  We had a colony of red 
browed finches nesting in one of our bursarias this 
summer.  It flowers when not many other 
indigenous plants are flowering, thus providing 
food for a variety of butterflies and moths and it 
provides habitat for indigenous wasps that predate 
on leaf eating and  pasture grubs.  Unfortunately 
the plant seems to be very attractive to roos and 
wallabies, who eat it down to the stump.  So that, 
although it is not hard to grow from seed, there 
are very few sites in our district where the plants 
succeed in producing seed, or where new plants 
can get established.	


Black sheoaks are known only from one site in our 
district, so we want to multiply them out to make 
them not so vulnerable.  Black sheoaks grow to 
about 5 m eventually and have the typical sheoak 
foliage that make that wonderful shurring noise in 
the wind.  Black sheoaks grow on quite dry sites 
and certainly will not put up with waterlogging.	
"
The Landcare group will be distributing tubestock 
of both these species in June this year.  We are 
looking to place them with landholders who will 
look after them and feel a sense of pride in 
contributing to ensuring a future for the local 
bursaria and black sheoak. 	
"
You need to be able to offer :	
"
	
 - a site free of animals and kids on bikes!  We are   

happy if you put them in your garden, or in a 

windbreak. But we do stress that they are both 
pretty vulnerable to roos and wallabies, so please 
don’t place them near wooded areas or dams or 
else we suggest you get creative with old wire 
and make some roo proof tree guards	


-	
 to keep each planting site free of weeds (by  
spraying or chipping) for two years	


- 	
to water strategically if we have a very hot 
summer such as 2013 - 4.  If we have another 
summer like the one just past and if your weed 
control is good, you probably would get away 
without watering.	
"

We supply the tubestock, guard, stake, weed mat 
and mulch and distribution will be from the 
Baynton Hall, one afternoon (tba) in late June.  
Depending on how many people put their hands 
up for tubestock, we may be able to offer 20 of 
each species, or we are happy if you want to 
contribute to the program but can only manage 
one or two tubestock to supply the plants in these 
low numbers.  	

We just want the plants to find good homes and 
to thrive, so we are not the ones who allowed 
Bursaria and Black Sheoaks to go extinct in our 
district. 

A Sweet Bursaria shrub, kept in dense shape by a 
swift annual haircut. Photo: Clare 

18 month tubestock-planted Black Sheoak growing 
in quite a dry site, but with good suppression of 
competition for moisture from grasses. Photo: Clare"

Further information, or to reserve some 
tubestock, please contact Clare on 54234152 or 
clare@knco.net. 	
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LANDCARERS HELP OUT AT POULTER’S CREEK AFTER FIRES

Langley Landcare has been working to revegetate sections of Poulter’s Creek.   Earlier this year a fire 
caused by a lightning strike destroyed much of the planting and 
some of the fencing around that planting. 	
"
Some twenty people attended a working bee on Saturday 
7th February reguarding plants that had survived, removing 
melted tree guards and replacing/repairing damaged 
fencing.  Five members of Baynton Sidonia Landcare Group 
joined with Langley Landcare for what was a very 
productive morning.   By early afternoon all planned work 
had been completed much to the surprise of organisers.   	


   Bob Gray	
"
Photo: Alan Denehey

LET’S GET THOSE ROADSIDE WEEDS!
Baynton Sidonia Landcare Group has received a grant from MRSC to spray roadside weeds in our area.	

To date we have sprayed Mission Hill Road from the group’s eastern boundary (beyond Peter Stone's) 
through to the Burke and Wills Track, then up the Track to Darlington Road and then most of 
Darlington Road.  Also sprayed that day was Greens Lane up to the first corner.	

Parts of Goochs Lane (following up on MRSC work) and most of Prendergasts Lane have also been 
treated.	
"
If you have an issue with roadside weeds and would like our help, talk to us, particularly if you can 
provide some of the labour to get the job done.	
"
Weeds of particular note are our old favourites, gorse, blackberry, broom and briar rose.	

John Baulch	


STOP PRESS	
"
Do you remember that last year the Landcare group distributed some tubestock of Grevillea 
rosmarinifolia that were grown from cuttings from the only population that, at this stage, we knew 
of in the district.  Well, this week, a botanist discovered ANOTHER population on the Watchbox 
Creek in Glenhope!  Again, on a bit of steep ground over the creek that animals could not get to.	
"
This does make the boffin’s assertion that this grevillea was once a common plant in the district 
more credible.  And suggests that some rugged, sure footed, sharp-eyed Landcare members should 
seek permission from local landholders to walk more of our waterways to see if any more remnant 
plants are hanging on in places inaccessible to stock.  	

Clare Claydon	
"
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SUMMER MUSINGS
Strange weather; almost like living in the tropics over 
the last few weeks.  	
"
Great that there have been so few fires and hopefully 
the worst is almost over??	
"
Not a lot to report on the local flora and fauna.   
Smaller birds continue to nest and rear young 
around the house.  How many brood do they have?  
Main attraction for the birds is the water bowl set 
up outside the living room.  Early morning and late 
afternoon there is a procession lining up to drink and 
splash around in the water.   Usually the smaller birds 
arrive first – finches and New Hollands.   There can 
be up to half a dozen ringed around the bowl 
seemingly daring one another to jump in. With the 
arrival of the parrots or Shrike Thrush the small 
birds are off to the shelter of the shrubs and the 
parrots strut their stuff. 	
"
Only other event was the arrival of a young fox.  He 
sniffed his way around the house before deciding that 
some low hanging crab apples would make a tasty 
morsel.   So tasty in fact that he must have returned 
overnight and virtually stripped the tree.   Pains in 
the tummy??	
"
We tried to point out that there were a number of 
tasty young bunnies running around but do not think 
that he got the message.  	
"
Bob Gray	


Alison Pouliot is again running a series of 
workshops on Australian fungi. These are 
excellent and cater for all levels. If you haven’t 
been to one, grab the chance! They are booked 
out very quickly.	
"
Wednesday 15 April	

Mt Alexander, VIC	

Fungal Ecology Workshop - An Introduction to a 
Curious Kingdom	

10:30 - 16:30	
"
Friday 24 April	

Trentham, VIC	

The Fungal Forest - Fungus Foray in the Wombat 
Forest	

12:30 - 15:30	
"
Saturday 25 April	

Trentham, VIC	

Fungus Identification Workshop - Meeting with 
Mushrooms	

10:30 - 16:30	
"
Friay 01 May	

Mt Macedon, VIC	

Foray - The Fungal Forest - Fungus Foray at Mt 
Macedon	

12:30 - 15:30	
"
Saturday 02 May	

Riddells Creek, VIC	

Fungus Identification Workshop - Meeting with 
Mushrooms	

10:00 - 14:30	
"
Sunday 03 May	

Creswick, VIC	

Workshop - A Mushroom Encounter	

10:30 - 16:30	

For more details, cost, etc please 
contact Alison Pouliot 
alison@alisonpouliot.com "

AUTUMN 2015 FUNGUS 
WORKSHOPS, 

SEMINARS AND 
FORAYS

Gymnopilus junonius/Spectacilar Rustgill	

Photo by Russell Best (Natureshare)
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Book review

The Old Country: Australian Landscapes, 
Plants and People 
George Seddon 
Photos: Colin Totterdell 
Cambridge University Press 
$38.95 "
"We are a nation of gardeners, and we take 
pleasure in tending our backyards. But this 
pleasure sits uneasily with our knowledge that 
the places where most of us live are running 
out of water. "	
"
Chapters include	

First Encounters	

The Boab	

Learning	

Conifers	

Banksia	

Mediterraneity	

On Being Deciduous	

By Design	

Weeds	

The text is in depth however still easy to read. 
The layout of the book means that you can 
easily dip in and out of chapters without the 
need to have read all of the previous chapters. 
Several chapters cover indigenous land and plant 
usage. The colour photos are impressive with 
many covering whole pages. There are botanical 
illustrations as well as photos.	


Jeremy 
By Chris Faille & Danny Snell 
Working Dog Press 
Hardback $24.99 "
Shortlisted for the 2014 Australian Childrens 
Book Awards.	
"
The story of Jeremy is aimed at pre-school or 
lower Primary school aged children. Bright 
colourful drawings with simple but informative 
text. The story is told in the traditional way 
however the inside front and back covers have 
very detailed ornithological information on 
kookaburras. 	
"
Jeremy the baby kookaburra is brought into the 
house by the family’s cat. Jeremy is hand raised 
and becomes part of the family. The story does 
have a happy ending .	


Aesop's Attic Bookshop 
70 High Street, Kyneton 

54226059. 
https://www.facebook.com/

aesopsattic

Clare McKenna
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DATES TO REMEMBER

If you would prefer to have your 
newsletter emailed,  please send your 
request to info@bslcg.com.au	


Butterflies and Moths Seminar 
Sunday 29th March	

Baynton Hall	

1.30-4pm	

See p. 3 for details

Working Bee at Rowanston Garden 
Saturday April 8th 8am	

Rowanston on the Track Winery, 2710 Burke and Wills Track	

Glenhope	

All welcome! Bring secateurs, chainsaws, spades, etc.

If undelivered please return to	

P.O. Box 1205	

Kyneton, vic. 3444
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